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TIVOLI LISBOA
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TIVOLI LISBOA
Distance to city center: 900 m
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 5.3 km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Located on Avenida da Liberdade, this elegant 5-star Lisbon hotel is set right in the heart of the city. Renowned for its business meeting facilities for top
executives, the Tivoli Lisboa continues the tradition of being a well-known meeting point in the city.
A weekend break in this Lisbon luxury hotel means you can enjoy a drink in the privacy of the Terraço Bar with a superb view over Lisbon, or take a moment to relax in the Tivoli Caffè. We suggest a visit to our lively Brasserie Flo Lisbon restaurant, which satisfies even the most discerning of palates. At the
Terraço restaurant enjoy the selection of stylish dishes, accompanied by a unique view over the city of Lisbon.

ROOMS
These luxurious rooms and suites will meet all of your requirements. They are all equipped with LCD TVs, LCD monitor in the bathrooms, Wireless Internet,
individual reading lights and night lights, I-Home (I-pod connection) and coffee making machine. There are 4 floors of rooms for non-smokers.

306 Rooms, including:
. 1 Presidential Suite
. 1 Diplomatic Suite
. 4 Executive Suites
. 9 Classic Suites
. 23 Tivoli Rooms
. 10 Classic Junior Suites
. 59 Collection Rooms
. 65 Classic Deluxe Rooms
. 29 Classic Superior Rooms
. 105 Classic Rooms
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TIVOLI LISBOA
ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 2
. Size of each room (m2): 20 m2
. Door size in the room: 80 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 120 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 3 m2
. Bathtub: Yes (Bathtub with support holds, no access steps)
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): No
Note: The Tivoli Lisboa reception staff suggests Deluxe Rooms to accommodate
guests with special mobility needs, since according to them these rooms are
bigger and have walk in showers.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
. South Wing
Door dimensions - 90 x 210 cm (width x depth)
Lift cab -130 x 135 x 225 cm (width x depth x height)
. North Wing
Door dimensions - 90 x 210 (width x depth)
Lift cab - 160 x 105 x 225 (width x depth x height)

HOTEL FACILITIES LIST
. 2 Restaurants (Terraço Restaurant and Brasserie Flo Lisboa)
. 1 Coffee bar (Tivoli Caffè)
. 1 Bar (Sky Bar)
. 1 Pool Bar (from May to September)
. 1 Fitness Centre
. 1 Outdoor swimming pool
. 1 Business Center

HOTEL SERVICES
. 24 Hour Room Service
. Team of Experience Assistants available 24 hours a day:
For booking transfers to and from the airport and sightseeing trips
. Umbrella
. Business Center open 24 hours
. Laundry service
. Express pressing service
. T/ Shoe shine - Free shoe shining service
. Play kits for children and young people
. Hairdresser
. Rent-a-Car Desk
. Credit Cards accepted:
- American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Dinners and JCB
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TIVOLI LISBOA
INTERNET

HOTEL POLICIES

WI-FI in public areas and meeting rooms

Check-in from 2:00 pm

. Broadband Internet in rooms

Check-out until 12:00 pm

. Free ADSL line in Business Center

CONTACTS
PARKING

Address: Av. da Liberdade, 185 1269-050 Lisbon, Portugal

. Valet parking

Tel: (+351) 21 319 8900

. Paid parking

Fax: (+351) 21 319 8950

. Car wash service

URL: www.tivolihotels.com/en/our-hotels/lisbon/tivoli-lisboa/the-hotel.aspx
Email: htlisboa@tivolihotels.com

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Tivoli Lisboa
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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TIARA PARK ATLANTIC
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TIARA PARK ATLANTIC
Distance to city center: 500 m
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 5.2 km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
More than just a place to sleep, the 5-star Tiara Park Atlantic Lisboa guest rooms invite you to stay and rest a while. The four elements - Air, Earth, Water
and Fire - were the inspiration for the sense of total comfort that you will encounter in every hotel accommodation. The soft touch of the velvet furnishings
and the texture of the woods will begin your experience.

331 Rooms, including:
. Deluxe Room
. Executive River View Room
. Business Suite
. Executive Junior Suite
. Duplex Suite
. Diplomatic Suite
. Presidential Suite
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TIARA PARK ATLANTIC

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 3 Twin Rooms
. Size of each room (m2): 23,9 m2
. Door size in the room: 80 cm x 200 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 95 cm x 198 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 8,4 m2
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - To be confirmed
Lift cab -To be confirmed

HOTEL SERVICES
. 24-hour reception
. 24-hour room Service
. Babysitting
. Business centre
. Concierge
. Currency exchange
. Express check-in
. Express check-out
. Facilities for the disabled
. Fitness centre
. Free WiFi in room
. Garage
. Health club nearby
. High speed internet in your room
. Laundry service
. Porter
. Room safe
. Secretarial services
. Tobacconist and news agent
. Valet parking
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TIARA PARK ATLANTIC
INTERNET

HOTEL POLICIES

To be confirmed

Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

PARKING
private garage - To be confirmed

CONTACTS

valet parking - To be confirmed

Address: Rua Castilho, 149 - 1099-034 Lisboa - Portugal
Tel +351 213 818 700
Fax +351 213 890 500
Email: reservations.lisboa@tiara-hotels.com
http://www.tiara-hotels.com/en/park-atlantic-lisboa

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Tiara Park Atlantic
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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HOTEL ALTIS
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HOTEL ALTIS
Distance to city center: 1.1 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 5.2 km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
The Altis Hotel is a landmark 5 star hotel in Lisbon with a prime location in central Lisbon, within walking distance of Avenida Liberdade and Lisbon’s
historic districts, this hotel has its history linked to the contemporary history of the country, which regularly hosts media events.
Given its location in Lisbon, the Altis Hotel will forever be associated with the contemporary history of the country, which is normally a platform for major
media events. Featuring 300 Rooms (including 12 suites) and 18 Meeting Rooms that are able to accommodate from 8 to 750 people.

ROOMS
The stylish atmosphere of the Altis Hotel is designed for your comfort inviting you to sit back, relax and enjoy the services we have laid on for you.
A distinctive atmosphere with 300 Rooms including 12 Suites fully equipped with all the modern facilities you might need for your stay including suites with
balconies overlooking Lisbon’s historic quarter.

300 Rooms, including:
. 98 Classic Rooms
. 5 Triple Classic Rooms
. 180 Deluxe Premier Rooms
. 5 Triple Deluxe Rooms
. 8 Junior suites
. 4 Ambassador Suites
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HOTEL ALTIS
ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 2
. Size of each room (m2): 18 m2
. Door size in the room: 80 cm
. Door size in the bathroom:
- Room 1: 70 cm
- Room 2: 80 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 5,55 m2
. Shower Cabin:
- Room 1: No
- Room 2: Yes
. Bathtub
- Room 1: No
- Room 2: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - 80 cm (width)

ROOM FEATURES
. Full HD LCD TV with digital guest service
. Delta Q coffee machine (only in suites)
. Electronic Safe
. Internet access
. Mini bar
. Work station
. Marble and glass bathroom
. Professional 2000w hairdryer
. Electric blackout blinds and sunshade
. Phone
. Air Conditioning
. Double-glazed windows

HOTEL SERVICES
. Signature amenities
. Á la carte pillow service
. Down duvets
. Bed linen and Egyptian cotton linen
. Bathrobes and slippers
. Professional Hair Dryer 2000watts
. Free shuttle service between Lisbon airport - Hotel
. Free Health Club and swimming pool
. Room Service
. Laundry and Dry Cleaning
. Housekeeping
. Shoe Cleaning
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HOTEL ALTIS
INTERNET

HOTEL POLICIES

The internet fee will vary accordingly with reservation type.

Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

PARKING
. Garage parking: 13€ per day

CONTACTS

. Valet Parking

Rua Castilho, 11, 1269-072 Lisbon, Portugal
Phone: +351 213 106 030
Fax: +351 213 106 061
Email: reservations@altishotels.com
http://www.altishotels.com/EN/HotelAltisLisboa/Hotel-Lisbon

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Hotel Altis
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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CORINTHIA HOTEL
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CORINTHIA HOTEL
Distance to city center: 2.7 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 6.6 km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
With stunning views over the 18th Century Aqueduct and the beautiful Monsanto Nature Park and a short distance from the historic city centre where
800 years of cultural influences mingle with modern trends and life styles creating spectacular contrasts, the Corinthia Lisbon is the ideal base for both
leisure and business travellers. Modern elegance and convenience in Europe’s pioneering capital. The Corinthia Lisbon indulges in the Spirit of Discovery.

ROOMS
518 rooms, including:
. 360 Superior Rooms
. 82 Junior suites
. 33 Executive Rooms
. 24 Suites
. 17 Junior Suites
. 1 ambassador suite
. 1 presidential suite
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CORINTHIA HOTEL

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 1
. Size of each room (m2): 44 m2
. Door size in the room: 90 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 90 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 6/8m2
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - 92 cm (width)

HOTEL SERVICES
. Languages spoken at the hotel: Portuguese, English, French, German and Spanish
. Business centre
. Guest services
. 24-hour room service
. Laundry
. All rooms with safe deposit box
. Coffee and tea facilities in all rooms
. Two restaurants
. Lounge Bar
. Terrace Lounge Bar
. Executive Club which benefits from:
Private check-in and check-out, VIP treatment upon arrival, daily
newspapers, free access to the Executive Club Sky Lounge,
Executive breakfast with live cooking, coffee, tea, soft drinks
and snacks along the day, fully-equipped work station with computers,
free Wi-Fi, fax, copy machine and printer, two boardrooms
(free use for 1 hour a day subject to availability)
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CORINTHIA HOTEL
INTERNET

HOTEL POLICIES

Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout the hotel

Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

PARKING
Private parking - 18€ per day

CONTACTS

Valet parking

Address: Av.Columbano Bordalo Pinheiro, 105, 1099-031 Lisbon, Portugal
Tel: +351 21 7236363
Fax: +351 21 7236364
http://www.corinthia.com/hotels/lisbon/
E-mail: lisbon@corinthia.com

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Corinthia Hotel
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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PESTANA PALACE
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PESTANA PALACE
Distance to city center: 5.4 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 850 m

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Pestana Palace, one of the best hotels in Lisbon, is a 5 star hotel in a 19th century palace located in a residential area of the city of Lisbon, and its gardens,
with a variety of plants and subtropical trees, are classified as “National Monument”. This hotel in Lisbon is located near some of the most important monuments of the city, such as Centro Cultural de Belém, Mosteiro dos Jerónimos and Centro de Congressos (Congress Centre). It has 193 rooms, 4 of these
being royal suites. In the present day, in the Palace building we can find the chapel and the hotel’s service areas (porter and reception, salons, bar and the
Valle Flôr restaurant), small meeting rooms and the 4 royal suites. All salons are profusely decorated, with French-inspired details. The private quarters of
the Marquises have been turned into beautiful and spacious suites.
Here, likewise, works of art decorate the walls, complemented by elegant furniture from antique shops and by luxury sofas. The view to the Tagus river or to
the vast gardens of the Palace can be enjoyed from all royal suites. Pestana Palace hotel is a member of “The Leading Hotels of the World”, a symbol that
ranks Pestana amongst the most luxurious and refined hotels in the world. Is also member at Five Star Alliance, with all the best and luxury hotels of the world.

ROOMS
The Pestana Palace hotel in Lisbon has 176 Rooms, 13 Suites in the New Wings and 4 in the Palace.

193 Rooms, including:
. 176 Double Rooms
. 17 Suites (13 Suites in the New Wings and 4 in the Palace)
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PESTANA PALACE
ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 1
. Size of each room (m2): 26 m2
. Door size in the room: not available
. Door size in the bathroom: not available
. Size of bathroom (m2): 4,07 m2
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - To be confirmed
Lift cab -To be confirmed

HOTEL SERVICES
. Rent-a-car
. Turkish bath
. Bar
. Business Center (Internet access)
. Hairdresser
. Credit cards accepted: Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Diners
. Wellness Center, Massages and beauty treatments
. Audiovisual equipment
. Fax and copy machine
. Fitness Center / Gym
. Jacuzzi
. Gardens and outdoor areas
. Laundry
. Pestana Kids Club
. Pool
. Indoor heated pool
. Reception
. Restaurant
. Room service available 24 hours
. Meeting and conference rooms
. Sauna
. Transfer service (paid)
. Medical service (paid)
. Sky Bags - airport check-in service with weighing and collecting luggage.
Avoid carrying your bags, large queues and delays at the airport. Price 35 €
/ person. More information, please contact the Concierge of the hotel.
. Spa
. Free shuttle to and from the city center (2 departures from the hotel in
the morning and 2 in the afternoon), through: Jerónimos Monastery,
Belem Tower, Rossio, Marques de Pombal Square, Castle
and El Corte Inglés
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PESTANA PALACE
INTERNET

HOTEL POLICIES

Free Internet Premium access in public areas

Check-in from 3:00 pm

Free Internet access in the rooms

Check-out until 12:00 pm

PARKING

CONTACTS

Paid Parking: 18€ per day

Rua Jau, 54, 1300-314, Lisboa
Phone: Reservations: +(351) 210401711 // General: +(351) 213615600
Fax: + (351) 21 361 5601
http://www.pestana.com/en/pestana-palace-lisbon/pages/home.aspx
guest@pestana.com

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Pestana Palace
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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NOVOTEL HOTEL
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NOVOTEL HOTEL
Distance to city center: 2 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 9.5 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
The 4-star Novotel Lisboa hotel is located in the city of Lisbon, just 10 and 5 minutes’ walk respectively from Lisbon Zoo and the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation. With various public transport facilities close at hand, the historic city center is just 10 minutes away. Totally renovated, it is ideal for family
vacations or business trips, offering 10 spacious meeting rooms, 7 with natural light. The Novotel Lisboa hotel also has a swimming pool, fitness center,
restaurant, bar and garage.
The Novotel Lisboa hotel offers excellent facilities for all kinds of meetings and events. Its large, modern and refurbished rooms offering natural light are
ideal whether it’s a simple cocktail party or a successful business convention.

ROOMS
249 Rooms, including:
. 220 standard rooms
. 25 Twin Rooms
. 3 Handicap Rooms
. 1 Suite
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NOVOTEL HOTEL

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 3
. Size of each room (m2): 25 m2
. Door size in the room: 90 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 75 m
. Size of bathroom (m2): 4,5 m2
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - 70 cm (Width)

HOTEL FACILITIES LIST
. Video camera at bldg entrance
. Video surveillance in hallways
. Complies w. Htl Safety Act 1990
. Ramp access
. Web Corner on a Mac
. Reduced mobility facilities
. Shoe shine machine
. Safe deposit box at reception
. Dry cleaning / Ironing (paying)
. Smoke alarm in public areas
. Pet allowed (paying)

HOTEL SERVICES
. Fitness centre
. Outdoor unheated pool
. Bar & Restaurant LATITUDE
- Opening hours : 12:30 pm - 2:30 pm / 7:00 pm - 10:30 pm
. Snack bar LATITUDE
- Opening hours : 08:30 am - 00.30 am
. Room service
- Hot dishes
- Cold snacks
- Weekday hours : 06:30 am - 00:00 am
- Weekend hours : 07:00 am - 00:00 am
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NOVOTEL HOTEL
INTERNET

HOTEL POLICIES

Wi-Fi at the hotel

Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

PARKING
Private indoor parking (paying)
Public outdoor parking (paying)

CONTACTS
Avenida José Malhoa 1 1A, 1099-051 LISBOA, PORTUGAL
Tel (+351)21/7244800
Fax (+351)21/7244801
URL: http://www.novotel.com/gb/hotel-0784-novotel-lisboa/index.shtml
E-mail H0784@accor.com

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Novotel Hotel
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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HOTEL AVIZ
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HOTEL AVIZ
Distance to city center: 5.3 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 850 m

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Hotel Aviz is an elegant 4 star hotel, located in a quiet street in the center of Lisbon, next to Avenida da Liberdade and Marquês de Pombal, five minutes
from Chiado and Baixa. A charming hotel with 70 rooms and suites decorated in a classic and comfortable style, offering a quiet and reserved ambience.
The suites have been named in honor of some of the celebrities who visited the Aviz in the past such as Frank Sinatra, Ava Gardner, Maria Callas , Marcello
Mastroianni, Charles Boyer, Josephine Baker, Calouste Gulbenkian (who lived 13 years in Aviz), Amalia Rodrigues, the Queen Amelia, Eva Perón, the Duke
of Windsor, the Count of Barcelona, King Carol of Romania, among others. Hotel Aviz is 10 Km from Lisbon International Airport and close to the subway
station, and also containing excellent public transport links, fast and comfortable. Aviz Restaurant, open daily, offers a variety of flavors with the refinement of a discreet and attentive table service that never goes out fashion. Guests are able to enjoy a breakfast buffet or choose from various specialties
à la carte. For lunch and dinner enjoy and come celebrate the exquisite cuisine that made the history of AVIZ and discover the true meaning of the stars
in hospitality. All our guests can make the most of free internet access in all hotel areas. Tradition and prestige to welcome and serve well in the center of
Lisbon, now recreated in the modernity of an exclusive environment of class and timeless elegance.

ROOMS
AVIZ The Hotel features 70 rooms including 14 large Signature Suites, in tribute to these personalities who marked their ancient history - Frank Sinatra,
Ava Gardner, Maria Callas, Marcello Mastroianni, Amalia Rodrigues and Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, among others. The rooms are equipped with air
conditioning, minibar, safe, desk, cable LCD TV, DVD, connection to broadband Internet, telephone with direct outside access and voice mail. In the toilet
are exclusive amenities, bathrobe, hairdryer and slippers.

70 Rooms, including:
. 29 Double Rooms
. 18 Twin Rooms
. 14 Suites
. 9 Single Rooms
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HOTEL AVIZ

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 2
. 1 single room and 1 double room
. Size of each room (m2)
- Single room: 12 m2
- Double Room: 14 m2
. Door size in the room: 80 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 80 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 6 m2
. Shower Cabin: Yes
. Bathtub: No
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - 70 cm (Width)

HOTEL FACILITIES LIST
. Internet access - high speed
. Premium TV channel
. Air Conditioning
. Voice mail
. Wake up calls
. Housekeeping (daily)
. Complimentary toiletries
. Hair dryer
. In-room safe
. Television
. Electronic / magnetic keys
. Bathtub
. Minibar

HOTEL SERVICES
. Restaurant Aviz
. Timetable
Breakfast : 7:00 am - 10:30 am
Lunch : 12:30 pm - 3:00 pm
Dinner : 7:30 pm - 10:30 pm
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HOTEL AVIZ
INTERNET

HOTEL POLICIES

Internet access - free

Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

PARKING
Paid Parking: 12€ per day

CONTACTS

(Narrow access)

R. Duque de Palmela, 32
1250-098 Lisboa
Portugal
General phone: +351210402000
http://www.hotelaviz.com/en/hotel-overview.html
Reservations: reservas@hotelaviz.com

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Aviz Hotel
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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ZENIT HOTEL
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ZENIT HOTEL
Distance to city center: 1.3 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 8.7 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Located in the Saldanha shopping area, the Zenit Lisbon Hotel is very close to Lisbon’s historic centre. Very near to this central location are four of the best
shopping areas in Lisbon, with premium brand shops and a wide variety of activities and cuisine in the area surrounding the Avenida da Liberdade and
the Plaza del Marquês de Pombal. The hotel’s location, coupled with the fine cuisine served in our Marquês de Pombal Restaurant, makes this the perfect
atmosphere for a stay in Lisbon, whether it is for business or for pleasure. The hotel is built upon the foundations of a historic building, and has kept its
traditional façade, which contrasts with its modern interior. The combination of both styles, which manages to combine comfort with detailed decoration,
makes the Zenit Lisbon Hotel a landmark on the city’s hotel scene.

ROOMS
The Zenit Lisbon Hotel has 86 open and modern rooms, comprising of: 1 Suite, 3 Junior Suites, and various rooms with disabled access and for smokers.

86 Rooms, including:
. 82 Double Rooms
. 3 Junior Suites
. 1 Suite
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ZENIT HOTEL

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 1
. Size of each room (m2): 15,05 m2
. Door size in the room: 80 cm x 200 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 80 cm x 200 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 6, 25 m2
. Shower Cabin: Yes
. Bathtub: No
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - To be confirmed
Lift cab -To be confirmed

HOTEL FACILITIES LIST
All of the rooms at the hotel come with the following:
. Telephone with direct line
. Satellite TV
. Your choice of pillows
. Wi-fi
. Mini-Bar
. Air conditioning
. Central heating
. Toiletries
. Hair dryer
. Safe
. Room service
. Free newspapers
. Laundrette
. Fax
. Private car park
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ZENIT HOTEL
INTERNET

CONTACTS

Free Internet access

Avd. 5 de Outubro, 11, 1050047 Lisboa, Portugal
Phone: +351 21 310 2200

PARKING
Paid Parking: 16€ per day

Fax: +351 21 310 2209
http://lisboa.zenithoteles.com/
lisboa@zenithoteles.com

HOTEL POLICIES
Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Zenit Hotel
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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ALTIS PARK
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ALTIS PARK
Distance to city center: 3.7 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 9.3 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
The Altis Park Hotel is a 4-star hotel near Lisbon airport (10 minutes), ideally situated for events. 300 rooms, 11 meeting rooms, restaurants, garage parking. Located near the Parque das Nações, 10 minutes from Lisbon airport (5 km), Altis Park Hotel is situated on one of Lisbon’s seven hills with breathtaking views overlooking the city and the Tagus River.
A highly functional 4-star hotel ideally suited for your business needs by its proximity to Lisbon airport as well as having a Metro station only metres from
the door (Olaias Station - red line) with a direct line to the Parque das Nações (Oriente Station) and Lisbon International Aiport.

ROOMS
Altis Park Hotel has 300 Rooms (including 15 Suites) and is a modern, cozy and functional hotel with natural light, spaces devoted to work and still enjoys
magnificent panoramic views of the Tagus River from our 180 recently refurbished Superior and Executive Rooms.

300 Rooms, including:
. 169 superior Rooms
. 105 Classic Rooms
. 11 executive rooms
. 15 Suites
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ALTIS PARK

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 2
Size of each room (m2): 12 m2
Door size in the room: 88 cm
Door size in the bathroom: 88 cm
Size of bathroom (m2): 4,5 m2
Shower Cabin: No
Bathtub: Yes
Steps to get inside the room: No
Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - 90 cm (Width)

ROOM FEATURES
. Full HD LCD TV with digital service and music channels.
. Air conditioning with individual control
. Minibar
. Wireless Internet Access
. Hairdryer
. Direct dial phone
. Electronic Safe (Superior, Executive Rooms and Suites)

HOTEL SERVICES
. Garage (parking) for up to 150 vehicles
. Room Service
. Laundry and ironing
. Guests can enjoy preferential services at Olaias Club
. 9 non-smoking floors and 6 for smokers
. Tobacconist and Souvenir Shop
. Acceptance of Pets subject to a daily rate
. Navegadores Restaurant on the first floor for up to 160 people
. Adamastor Bar
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ALTIS PARK
INTERNET

CONTACTS

Free Internet access

Address: Av. Eng. Arantes e Oliveira, 9
1900-221 Lisboa - Portugal

PARKING
Garage parking: 8€ per day

HOTEL POLICIES

Tlf:

351 21 843 43 13

Fax: 351 21 846 08 37
http://www.altishotels.com/EN/HotelAltisPark/Hotel-Lisbon/
receptionpark@altishotels.com

Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12.00 pm

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Altis Park
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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SANA METROPOLITAN
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SANA METROPOLITAN
Distance to city center: 3.4 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 7.3 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Located in a strategic area of Lisbon, 10 minutes both from the city centre and the airport, SANA Metropolitan Hotel is distinguished by its spacious,
contemporary decor, a restaurant with a select range of dishes and attentive service. A cosmopolitan Hotel which offers special comfort for both leisure
and business trips to the city, SANA Metropolitan Hotel is the ideal hotel for those who want to be close to major roads into and out of the city, and at the
same time reach the centre of Lisbon. The large private car park, spacious and quiet area in front of the hotel and two floors with 12 rooms for meetings
and events make the SANA Metropolitan one of the best options in Lisbon for accommodating large groups or organising major events and meetings.

ROOMS
Spread over 12 floors, SANA Metropolitan’s 306 rooms and 9 suites are characterised by light tones and spaciousness, transmitting a feeling of tranquillity
and comfort.

315 Rooms, including:
. 53 Double Rooms
. 253 Twin Rooms
. 9 Suites
. 2 Floors for smokers
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SANA METROPOLITAN

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 4
. Size of each room (m2): 13,5 m2
. Door size in the room: 77 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 77 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 4,5 m2
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): No
(Unless the Hotel staff changes the
room furniture; this is under request)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
. Lifts 1, 2 and 3
- Lift cab 139 x 108 cm (depth x width)
- Door dimensions - 80 cm (width)
. Lift 4 (parking)
- Lift cab 139 x 133 cm (depth x width)
- Door dimensions - 90 cm (width)

HOTEL SERVICES
. 24-hour Reception and Lobby
. Floors for smokers
. Rooms for guests with limited mobility
. Business Center
. Multilingual Staff
. Guest Relations Desk
. 24-hour security
. Tobacconist’s and Souvenir Shop
. Astrolábio Restaurant
. Multibanco ATM
. Wall Street Bar with live piano
. City Tours
. 24-hour Room Service
. Car Hire
. Babysitting Service
. Laundry and Dry Cleaning
. Lifts (4)
. Air conditioning
. Facilities for meetings and events
. Currency exchange service
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SANA METROPOLITAN
INTERNET

CONTACTS

Free Internet access

R. Soeiro Pereira Gomes, Parcela 2, 1600-198 Lisboa, Portugal
Tel: + 351 217 982 500

PARKING
Private car parking: 10€ per day

Fax: + 351 217 950 864
www.metropolitan.sanahotels.com
sanametropolitan@sanahotels.com

HOTEL POLICIES
Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 2:00 pm

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Sana Metropolitan
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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OLISSIPPO MARQUÊS DE SÁ
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OLISSIPPO MARQUÊS DE SÁ
Distance to city center: 1.7 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 5.8 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
The Olissippo Marquês de Sá Hotel, opened in 1996 and was completely refurbished in 2009, the hotel is located in one of the most elegant areas of
Lisbon, near the “El Corte Ingles”, Gulbenkian Foundation and Underground stations.

ROOMS
The hotel, located in the heart of Avenidas Novas in Lisbon, has 164 Rooms divided by 9 Floors, including 1 Suite in the last floor.
Each floor is a different experience that will bring you new emotions. From the pacific blue to the captivating red, you choose.

164 Rooms, including:
. 145 Double Rooms
. 18 Twin Rooms
. 1 Suite
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OLISSIPPO MARQUÊS DE SÁ

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 1
. Size of each room (m2): 14,10 m2
. Door size in the room: 76 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 78 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 5,17 m2
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes (with some limitations)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door Dimensions - 80 cm x 97 cm (width x depth)

HOTEL SERVICES
. 24h Reception
. Buffet Breakfast
. Air conditioning
. Business Center
. Restaurant and Bar
. 24h Room Service
. Baggage storage
. Safe
. Shoe shine equipment
. Laundry
. Fax/photocopying
. Elevator
. Room for handicapped
. Soundproofed rooms
. Multi-functional Meeting Rooms
. Exchange Service
. Rent a car
. Full Non-Smoking Hotel
. Babysitting by request
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OLISSIPPO MARQUÊS DE SÁ
INTERNET
Free Wireless Internet in the Rooms

CONTACTS

Internet Point - 2,5€ per hour

Av. Miguel Bombarda, 130, 1050-167 Lisboa, Portugal
Tel. +351 217 911 014

PARKING
Paid Parking - 10€ (10 hours period)

HOTEL POLICIES

Fax. +351 217 936 983
http://www.olissippohotels.com/en/Group/Olissippo-Hotels/Marques-de-Sa/
The-Hotel.aspx
auditor.oms@olissippohotels.com

Check-in: from 2:00 pm
Check-out: until 12:00 am

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Ollisipo Marquês de Sá
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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MARQUÊS DE POMBAL
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MARQUÊS DE POMBAL
Distance to city center: 650 m
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 5.2 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
The Hotel Marquês de Pombal has 123 rooms, including 30 singles, 40 doubles, 41 Twins, 9 Superior e 3 Suites located on the 10th floor, with a fantastic
view over the city. From a total of ten, seven of the floors are for non smokers, and also two rooms prepared for handicapped people.
All rooms have free Wi-Fi connection.
In the treatment of the clothes, the hotel do not forget the aspects of environmental conservation and energy efficiency, implementing active measures to
raise public awareness of the need to preserve the environmental legacy for future generations.

ROOMS
123 Rooms, including:
. 30 Single Rooms
. 40 Double Rooms
. 41 twin Rooms
. 9 Superior Rooms
. 3 Suites
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MARQUÊS DE POMBAL

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 2
. Size of each room (m2): 22 m2
. Door size in the room: 90 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 80 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 3 m2 (aprox.)
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - To be confirmed
Lift cab -To be confirmed

HOTEL SERVICES
. Restaurant
. Bar
. 24h room service
. Internet point
. Business Office
. Meeting and banqueting rooms
. Audiovisual equipment
. Fitness centre - gymnasium, personal trainer, sauna e steam bath
. Hairdresser
. Esthetic studio
. Laundry service
. Dry cleaning service
. Ironing service
. Wake-up call
. Rent-a-car
. Daily newspapers
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MARQUÊS DE POMBAL
INTERNET

CONTACTS

Free Internet access

Av. da Liberdade, 243 1250-143. Lisboa-Portugal
Tel:(+351) 21 3197900

PARKING
. Private Garage: 13€ per day

info@hotel-marquesdepombal.pt
http://www.hotel-marquesdepombal.pt/seccion/0/en/

. Valet Parking

HOTEL POLICIES
Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 am

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Marquês de Pombal Hotel
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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HOLIDAY INN
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HOLIDAY INN
Distance to city center: 2 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 6.7 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
A modern hotel in the bustling city centre, Holiday Inn Lisbon is just 15 minutes from Lisbon Airport by public shuttle bus. If you’re arriving by car, you’ll
appreciate easy access from the A2 highway and ample parking at the hotel. Enjoy a warm welcome on arrival in our marbled Lobby before working out in
the MiniGym or taking in far-reaching views across Lisbon from the sunny terrace and our open-air rooftop pool. Make the most of our 24-hour Business
Centre and 7 air-conditioned meeting rooms for up to 400 delegates. Close to the city’s banking district, Holiday Inn Lisbon is also conveniently located
opposite Instituto Superior Técnico and just a few metro stops from the FIL trade fair. Speed around Lisbon easily from nearby Alameda, Saldanha and
Campo Pequeno metro stations. We’re just 2 stops from Museu Calouste Gulbenkian’s world-class artworks and the green spaces of Parque Eduardo
VII. Moorish St George’s Castle, set above the winding lanes of Alfama, is 4 km from the hotel.
You can check email using wireless Internet throughout the Holiday Inn Lisbon hotel. Our laid-back Vasco da Gama restaurant has an American buffet
breakfast and market-fresh Portuguese fare. Round off your day with drinks in the sociable Almirante bar.

ROOMS
Log on to wireless Internet in your spacious guest room, decorated in relaxing blue tones. Pay movies on the TV and complimentary tea and coffee help
you to unwind. You can enjoy a soak in the tub in your modern bathroom and sip chilled minibar drinks.

169 Rooms, including:
. 143 Guest rooms
. 17 Executive Club rooms
. 9 suites
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HOLIDAY INN

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 2
. Size of each room (m2):
- Room 1: 24,3 m2		
- Room 2: 20,9 m2
. Door size in the room:
- Room 1: 90 cm
- Room 2: 80cm
. Door size in the bathroom:
- Room 1: 84cm
- Room 2: 80cm
. Size of bathroom (m2):
- Room 1: 7,1 m2
- Room 2: 6,1 m2
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - To be confirmed
Lift cab -To be confirmed

HOTEL SERVICES
. A/C Public Areas
. Dedicated Lounge (or 24 Hour Lounge)
. Grocery Shopping Service
. Safety Deposit Box available at Front Desk
. Kids Eat Free
. Alternative for business services
. Gift Shop
. Newsstand
. Cocktail lounge
Number of restaurants:1
24 hours Room Service
. Hotel Restaurants
Vasco Da Gama - Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Bar Almirante
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HOLIDAY INN
INTERNET

CONTACTS

Free Wireless Internet

Av. Antonio Jose De Almeida, 28-A, Lisbon, 1000-044, Portugal
Hotel Front Desk: 351-21-0044000

PARKING
Paid Parking: Max. 9.6 € per day

Fax: 351-21-7936672
General Email: hil@grupo-continental.com

HOTEL POLICIES
Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Holiday Inn Hotel
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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HF FÉNIX GARDEN
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HF FÉNIX GARDEN
Distance to city center: 87 m
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 5.4 Km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Inaugurated in 2008, it was elected several times as the best 3 star hotel in Lisbon. It impresses by having its own style, with modern design and architecture, perfect for a city break. Nothing is better than staying in a central hotel so you can visit Lisbon without worries. Besides the views over Parque
Eduardo VII and the metro right around the corner, you can also find near the hotel two tourist attractions: Praça do Marquês de Pombal and Avenida
da Liberdade. The common areas offer wide spaces and the breakfast service is available at the hotel’s restaurant. You can also benefit from the laundry
and babysitting services. This last service is available upon request. In all common areas and rooms, you have access to free Wi-Fi Internet. Parking is
available for a daily rate.

ROOMS
94 Rooms, including:
. 39 Standard Twin Rooms
. 8 Standard Double Rooms
. 1 Disable Room
. 35 Superior Twin Rooms
. 11 Superior Double Rooms
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HF FÉNIX GARDEN

ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
. Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 1
. Size of each room (m2): 17 m2 (21.5 m2)
. Door size in the room: 100 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 100 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 5 m2
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

Note: There are some steps in the hotel main entrance.
These steps are adapted with platforms.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
Door dimensions - 90 cm (Width)

HOTEL SERVICES
. Laundry service - from 8.00 am to 5.00 pm
. Safe deposit boxes in the bedrooms
. Luggage deposit
. Cable TV (Sport TV in the bedrooms)
. Business Centre
. Fax / Copy Centre
. Babysitting service by request
. Rent-a-car
. Shuttle service for just €6.00 per person
. Tourist information, tours and excursions available for sale
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HF FÉNIX GARDEN
INTERNET

CONTACTS

Free Wireless Internet

Rua Joaquim António de Aguiar, 3, 1050 - 010 Lisboa, Portugal
Phone: (+351) 213 717 120

PARKING
Private parking inside, 24 hours access: 9,90€ per day

Fax.: (+351) 213 845 655
http://www.hfhotels.com/gb/hf-fenix-garden
hffenixgarden@hfhotels.com

HOTEL POLICIES
Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: HF Fenix Garden
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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SOFITEL LISBON LIBERDADE
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SOFITEL HOTEL
Distance to city center: 1,4 km
Distance to Lisbon Congress Centre: 5.7 km

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Step from central Lisbon’s most prestigious avenue into Hotel Sofitel Lisbon Liberdade, a 5-star luxury Lisbon hotel which celebrates the French art de
recevoir. Immersed in the culturally rich heart of the Portuguese capital, this luxury Lisbon hotel also celebrates the country’s history through stylish décor.
Red and gold accents contrast with marble sculptures, dark wood and shades of brown, recalling the African and Eastern discoveries of Renaissanceera Portugal. Just off the lobby, the restaurant AdLib is no less striking: a sophisticated atmosphere is apparent in Medici-styled vases and contemporary
furnishings, and in the care taken to blend traditional Portuguese dishes with contemporary French perspectives. Step out from this central Lisbon hotel
to the Avenida da Liberdade, lined with boutiques and cafés, and bustling with international travelers and residents alike.Sip an afternoon bica (espresso)
or chilled glass of Madeira in the cozy lounge bar and hear stories of the world.

ROOMS
A feeling of bien-être fills our Lisbon hotel’s 171 rooms, from Classic to Luxury. Gaze at Portuguese paintings, sink into a dreamy MyBed, sip a morning
expresso the dive into a sleek black-and-white bathroom to set you up for a day in Lisbon.

163 Rooms, including:
. 97 Superior Rooms
. 57 Luxury Rooms
. 12 Suites
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SOFITEL HOTEL
ROOMS ADAPTED FOR GUESTS WITH SPECIAL MOBILITY NEEDS
Number of rooms adapted for guests with special mobility needs: 2 luxury rooms located on the 1st floor
. Size of each room (m2): 20 m2
. Door size in the room: 90 cm
. Door size in the bathroom: 86 cm
. Size of bathroom (m2): 4,8 m2
. Shower Cabin: No
. Bathtub: Yes
. Steps to get inside the room: No
. Steps to get inside the bathroom: No
. Size around the bed (allows a wheel chair to move around?): Yes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - LIFTS
DLift cab (with bars) – 117 x 94 cm (depth x width)
Door dimensions - 80 cm (width)

HOTEL SERVICES
. Languages spoken at hotel: English, French, German, Italian and Spanish
. Facilities for disabled
. Comply w/ Americ. Disability Act
. Ramp access
. Reduced mobility facilities
. Wheelchair access
. Accessible bathroom
. Phone light for hearing impaired
. Vis. alarm for hearing impaired
. IT / Business
. Wi-Fi at the hotel
. Copy/print service and Fax machine available
. Self service business centre
. Shops / Entertainement
. Concierge
. Laundry
. Dry cleaning / Ironing
. Security features
. 24 hour security staff
. Audible smoke alarms
. Auto. doors can be forced open
. CO detection in car park
. Complies w. Htl Safety Act 1990
. Emerg. Lighting at emerg. exits
. Fire safety system
. Keycard-operated door locks
. Park with sand pit
. Smoke extractors
. Video camera at bldg entrance
. Emergency electric generator
. Compliant national safety regs
. Emergency info in rooms
. Smoke alarm
. Children
. Connecting rooms available
. Tourism
. Car hire service desk
. Tourist information desk
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SOFITEL HOTEL
INTERNET

CONTACTS

Free Wireless Internet

Avenida Da Liberdade 127, 1269-038 - LISBOA, PORTUGAL
Phone:(+351)21/3228300

PARKING
. Number of car spaces: 50
. Private indoor parking (Paying services)

Fax:(+351)21/3228310
Mail:H1319@sofitel.com
http://www.sofitel.com/gb/hotel-1319-sofitel-lisbon-liberdade/index.shtml#./
presentation.shtml

. Public outdoor parking (Nearby)
. Valet parking

HOTEL POLICIES
Check-in from 2:00 pm
Check-out until 12:00 pm

ROUTE TO LISBON CONGRESS CENTRE

SMALL PHOTO GALLERY

A: Sofitel Lisbon Liberdade
B: Lisbon Congress Centre
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